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A Century in the Making:
The 1997Republican Sweep
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Mr. Sabato is the Robert Kent Gooch Professor
of Government and Foreign Affairs at the

University ofVirginia.

L last gubernatorial election of the 20th
century produced a result that Virginians who
voted in the century's first election could scarcely
have imagined. In 1901 the Democrats swept
all statewide elected positions, and a constitu
tional convention would soon restructure the
electorate to guarantee that fewer black and white
Republicans would have the opportunity to vote
for many decades to come. 1 Democracy-the
capital "D" variety-seemed permanently
secure. But by the 1960s, the clever schemes of
conservative Democrats were finally unravel

ing, with surging suburbs and a swelling electorate
giving modern Republicans an opening.

From 1969 to 1981 Republicans gained
control of the governorship and other offices,
though never all at once and without deep
inroads into the General Assembly. The Demo-
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crats renewed and restored themselves in 1981,
recapturing all three statewide positions and
maintaining them until 1993. But even dur
ing the Democrats' salad days in the 1980s, the
GOP steadily gained legislative seats, and in
1993 the party was ready for its own come
back. A stunning Republican landslide ensued,
but victory was still incomplete-no lieuten
ant governorship, neither house of the General
Assembly.

Finally, 1997 brought the greatest GOP
breakthrough of the century-the first Repub
lican sweep of statewide offices, coupled with
control of the State Senate and a near-tie in
the House of Delegates, where Democrats pre
cariously maintained the slightest ofmajorities.
A seemingly dull election had turned historic.
The elephant finally owned Virginia, at least
for a while.

1 The author wishes to thank his administrative assistant, Lucinda
Blake and University ofVirginia graduate students Howard Ernst,
Edwin Fields, John Burrows, Jennifer Riley, and undergraduate
student Alex Theodoridis for their hard work and invaluable
assistance in researching, computing, and producing this chapter.
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L FALL CAMPAIGN
Noone could describe the 1997 election as a
barnburner. Jim Gilmore and Don Beyer were relative
moderates, both with understated personalities and
a tendency to crowd the political center. That is
not necessarily a bad thing, and compared to a
polarized, depressingly nasty election like the 1994
u.s. Senate contest in Virginia, the 1997 match
up was welcome relief. But such elections rarely stir
an electorate, especially in times of prosperity when
the voters' attention is more focused on their per
sonallives.

So the candidates for governor were talking
to a handful of political aficionados for all but the
final weeks of the fall campaign. Nonetheless, they
honed the issue positions that the disengaged pub
lic would finally hear just before election day. For
Gilmore, the focus was a strategically brilliant
attack on the local property tax on cars and trucks,
a much-hated levy that amounted to thousands of
dollars for many suburban families. In a stroke of
fortuitous coincidence for Gilmore~ the tax was paid
in many localities just before the November elec
tion. Gilmore proposed sending state revenues to
cities and counties to pay for taxes assessed on up to
$20)000 of a car's value, wh·ch effectively elimi
nated the tax for most citizens. Also politically helpful
to Gilmore was the fact that the heaviest taxes were
paid by residents of the large suburbs in Northern
Virginia, Beyer's home area. The cost to the state of
Gilmore's phased-in plan was estimated to be at least
$1 billion over four years and $620 million per year
thereafter, one reason other candidates who ran in
economically stressed times had never proposed such
gargantuan tax relief.

Beyer's reaction to Gilmore's proposal was
curiously inept. After first denouncing it as irrespon
sible and too costly to the state's needs, the Democrat
flip-flopped in a July debate with Gilmore when he
outlined his own $250-per-year maximum tax credit
for the car tax. While much less costly a plan than
Gilmore's ($202 million per year), the plan was also
far less generous than Gilmore's, applying only to
couples who earned $75,000 or less (singles:$40,000
and under). The poor-a heavily Democratic con
stituency-received nothing at all if they did not
pay income tax. Having listened perhaps too closely
to his pollsters who told him he needed a counter
proposal, Beyer essentially gave up the
"irresponsibility" argument to appear politically
expedient,2 all for an inadequate plan that could
not hope to compete with Gilmore's proposal.

With the car tax cut a potent weapon in
Gilmore's arsenal, Beyer pinned his hopes on a cluster
of other issues: education, the environment, state

employees' concerns, abortion, and the state GOP's
ties to religious broadcaster Pat Robertson and the
Christian right. One by one, Beyer tried out these
issues and found them individually and collectively
inadequate to turn the election around.

While the car tax was an enormously effec
tive strategy for Gilmore, and Beyer indisputably
ran a flawed campaign that inevitably became known
as "Mary Sue II" (named after Mary Sue Terry's
disastrous 1993 gubernatorial run), the fundamen
tals of the 1997 election were more important in
explaining the success ofGilmore's effort. These fun
damentals are summarized in the "Ten Keys to the
Governor's Mansion," a predictive tool that made
its debut in these pages in 1993 and which-as early
as last spring when the conventional wisdom sug
gested a Beyer victory-pointed to a likely Gilmore
win (see Table 1). Since 1969 the party with a net
advantage among the ten keys has invariably cap
tured the governorship.

Obvious Republican keys included a strong
economy and a popular incumbent GOP governor
(whose favorability ratings were in the mid-GO per
cent range during election season). While the
Democrats had problems with their coalition espe
cially because offormer Governor L. Douglas Wilder's
decision to remain neutral in all three statewide
contests, the GOP had near complete party unity
behind its ticket. The Republicans also put together
a superb campaign organization headed by long
time operative Boyd Marcus, with an impressive
kitchen cabinet composed of skilled veterans such
as ex-Allen administration counsel Frank Atkinson,
Richard Cullen (who replaced Gilmore as state
attorney general), media man Dick Leggitt, and poll
ster John McLaughlin, among many others.
Democrats had some able people associated with
the Beyer organization, but internally the campaign
was sometimes disrupted by dissension and in-fight
ing, and there was poor coordination with the other
Democratic campaigns. (The one exception on the
Democratic side was L.F. Payne's campaign, run
by experienced operative Mark Bowles.) Surprisingly,
even money became a Gilmore advantage toward
the end of the fall campaign, as Beyer faltered and

2 Had Beyer stuck to his guns on opposition to the car tax cut, he

would have continued to enjoy the strong support of most Vir

ginia newspapers' editorial boards, who seemed disillusioned by

Beyer's change of heart and never again pushed hard for his can

didacy (despite the mild editorial endorsements ofhim in October).

Beyer also gave up opportunities to pursue splits in the GOP rank

on thi issue. Moderate Republican state legislators were uncom

fortable with Gilmore's stand, and it was left to a Richmond

Times-Dispatch reporter, Jeff E. Schapiro, to reveal the car-tax

opposition of two former Republican governors (Linwood Holton

and Mills E. Godwin, J r.) in the final week of the campaign.
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TABLE 1
The Ten Keys to the Governor's Mansion

YEAR 1969 1973* 1977 1981 1985 1989 1993 1997
Gubernatorial Linwood Mills John Charles Gerald Douglas George Jim
Winner (Party) Holton (R) Godwin (R) Dalton (R) Robb (D) Saliles (D) Wilder (D) Allen (R) Gilmore(R)

[Winning %] [52.5%] [50.70/0] [55.90/0] [53.5%] [55.2%] [50.1%] [58.3%] [55.8%]

PREVAILING CONDITIONS-GENERAL ELECTION FOR GOVERNOR
Which party had the advantage? D=Democrat R=Republican N=No strong advantage to one side

Economy1 D R R N D D R R
Party Unity R R R D D D N R
Scandal N D N N N N R N
Campaign Organization/
Technology N R R D D N N R

Campaign
Money N N R N N N D R

Candidate
Personality/Appeal R N R D N D R D

Prior Office Experience
of Candidates2 N R N N D N D N

Retrospective
Judgement on
Previous Governor D R R R D D R R

Presidential
Popularity3 R D R R R R R N

Special Issues and Dominant
Circumstances R D R D D N R R

NET ADVANTAGE R(+2) R(+2) R(+8) D(+2) D(+5) D(+3) R(+4) R(+5)

SOURCE: The Keys to the Virginia Governor's Mansion, 1993, by Larry J. Sabato in: The University of Virginia Newsletter
(voI.59, No.7) October 1993.

* The Democratic party did not nominate a candidate for governor in 1973, but independent Henry Howell was given
a de facto endorsement by the party's leadership. For purposes here, Howell is considered the Democratic candidate.

1 As measured by changes in per capita family income and the unemployment rate in the twelve months prior to election day.
2 Prior statewide elective office is given more weight than district or local office.
3 As measured by public opinion poll ratings for the six months prior to election day.

Gilmore's chances peaked. For most of the cam
paign, Beyer's warchest was comparable to or even
larger than the Gilmore warchest, but in October
as Gilmore's vote lead became apparent-many
individuals and interest groups remembered to mail
Gilmore checks they had absent-mindedly left on
their desktops while the race appeared in doubt. More
importantly, the national Republican party gave the
Virginia GOP at least $2 million-a sum the D.C.
Democrats, still paying the price for Bill Clinton's
1996 sins, could not dream of matching.

Beyer had only one clear edge, that of per
sonal style, which was fairly media-genic and effective
in small grou s. Yet he utterly failed to capitalize
on it. Indeed he turned out to be far less charis
matic than ad ertised, unable to excite passions even
in his own partisans and finishing the campaign with
the second worst Democratic gubernatorial vote
percentage in the twentieth century, just a shade
above Mary Sue Terry's in 1993.

Interestingly, President Clinton, with popu
larity ratings in the Old Dominion hovering around

the fifty percent mark, was not the absolute dead
weight he had been around Mary Sue Terry's neck
four years earlier. The President could safely appear
with Beyer on election eve without doing much harm.
Of course, Clinton-who lost Virginia twice-was
not popular enough to do Beyer much good either.
And Beyer had no other place to turn for an assist.
The only Democrat besides Beyer elected statewide,
U.S. Senator Charles Robb, has continued to score
relatively anemic poll ratings after his 46 percent
narrow escape from Oliver North in 1994. In con
trast, Senator John Warner played a useful role in
moderating Jim Gilmore's image through TV ads
and joint personal appearances at a time when Demo
crats were hurling the"extremist" label at Gilmore.

In the end, Jim Gilmore had a large (plus five)
net advantage among the keys, enough to guaran
tee a clear victory. In this sense, 1997 was amazingly
similar to 1985, except in reverse. In 1985 the Demo
crats had been in power for just four years, following
a twelve-year period ofGOP gubernatorial rule. The
incumbent governor, Chuck Robb, was quite popular 3
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at that time and urged voters, in essence, to give
him the second term the state constitution prohib
ited by electing his shrewd but bland attorney general,
Gerald Baliles, as his successor. Substitute George
Allen for Chuck Robb, and Jim Gilmore for Gerald
Baliles, and the previous sentence is an accurate sum
mary of 1997. Even the winning percentages of 1985
and 1997 tracked closely: 55.2 percent for Baliles
and 55.8 percent for Gilmore.

The fundamental electoral factors represented
by the ten keys tend to override the most well pub
licized events of each campaign, or perhaps those
events serve to reinforce the public's perceptions of
the fundamentals. For example, the premier event
of the 1997 cycle was a statewide, televised debate
sponsored by former Governor Wilder and Virginia
Commonwealth University. Beyer arguably turned
in a superior stylistic performance over a flu-ridden
Gilmore, yet the main effect of the debate may have
been to heighten the visibility of Wilder. President
Clinton telephoned Wilder on the day of the
debate (October 6) to lobby for a Beyer endorse
ment, making Wilder's subsequent decision on
October 20 to stay neutral even more newsworthy.

CAMPAIGNS FOR LT. GOVERNOR
AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
From 1977 until 1997, the Republicans had espe
cially bad luck with lieutenant governor nominees,
as previous editions of Virginia Votes have docu
mented. Prior to 1997, John N. Dalton in 1973
was the only GOP candidate to have been elected
to the post in this century. Over the next sixteen
years, the party nominated weak or divisive candi
dates in each election, and all lost. The 1997
Republican choice, John Hager, was an unlikely
nominee who would probably have been defeated
by Coleman Andrews in the June primary had the
latter not dropped out of the race. L.F. Payne, by
comparison to Hager, had served in public office
and had a strong base in the GOP-leaning Fifth
congressional district in Southside. Although pro
tobacco himself, Payne targeted Hager as an
ex-tobacco company executive for his statement that
"tobacco is not addictive." Hager attacked Payne
on taxes, noting that Payne did not favor Jim
Gilmore's car tax cut and had voted for President
Clinton's 1993 tax increases while a member of the
U.S. House. Prone to gaffes, Hager made his argu
ments mainly via his campaign staff and media ads;
Republican leaders privately admitted that Hager
was a loose cannon who did not make a strong case
for himself in public appearances. Yet Hager could
rightly claim to be 1997's"diversity" candidate who
had a compelling personal story. A wheelchair-bound

victim of polio in adulthood, Hager had faced and
overcome challenges that inspired admiration for
his courage-a circumstance that was featured in a
memorable TV spot during the campaign. In the
end, Hager's personal strengths, combined with an
overwhelming Republican tide and the remarkably
little publicity given the race for lieutenant gover
nor, enabled the GOP nominee to triumph over
Payne's considerable advantages.

The most interesting aspect of the attorney
general's election was the contrast between Bill
Dolan's experienced rerun and Mark Earley's
unusual coalition of support. In an attempt to pre
vent a second "coattail drowning" like the one he
had suffered in 1993, Dolan tried to stay on the
offensive. The Democrat took aim at Earley's close
ties to the religious right and his strong anti-abor
tion stance. At the same time, Dolan did not hesitate
to break with Don Beyer on tobacco. Where Beyer
had taken a strong anti-tobacco line, which cost him
greatly in Southside on election day, Dolan aligned
himself with his other ticketmate, the pro-tobacco
L.F. Payne. (Dolan's pro-tobacco move was not
enough; Payne carried many tobacco localities
on election day; Beyer and Dolan were slaugh
tered in those same cities and counties.)
Meanwhile, Earley was assembling a statewide
version of the remarkable coalition he had con
structed in his Chesapeake Senate home district:
some prominent African American backers, a bit
of labor support, and Filipino Americans (from
his time as a missionary in the Phillippines) to
combine with mainstream Republicans and the
Christian Coalition, which well remembered his
longtime sponsorship of parental notification for
teenage abortion. Amazingly, Earley even cap
tured the editorial backing of the liberal
Washington Post and other left-leaning news
papers such as the Virginian-Pilot.

GeNERAL ELECTIONRESULTS
Even without the exit polls, it would have been an
early election night. Jim Gilmore won virtually
everything-almost every group and every region
in building a massive statewide plurality of230,000
votes. His 55.8 percent margin was the third best
of the century for a Republican, trailing only George
Allen's 58.3 percent in 1993 and nearly identical
to John Dalton's 55.9 percent in 1977.

Don Beyer's 42.6 percent was the Democratic
party's second worst showing of the century (after
Mary Sue Terry's 40.9 percent in 1993) and it
shocked Democrats who had expected far better from
one oftheir party's golden boys. Unlike George Allen,
Gilmore was not quite able to cross the one-
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million-vote mark,3 though he came close with
969,062 votes to Beyer's 738,971 votes. The Vir
ginia Reform party candidate, Sue DeBauche, received
a paltry 25,955 votes, or 1.5 percent.

Beyer's vote obviously collapsed from the 54
percent he had won in both his 1989 and 1993 bids
for lieutenant governor. The Democrat was reduced
to carrying only a handful of heavily Democratic
localities, sometimes by small margins.

Stunningly, Beyer lost even his own home
region of Northern Virginia, winning just the lib
eral enclaves of Alexandria, Arlington, and Falls
Church. Those three localities, plus the liberal uni
versity city ofCharlottesville and the black-majority
localities ofPetersburg, Richmond, and Charles City
comprised the only Beyer bastions in the state. (A
"bastion" is defined here as any city or county won
with at least 60 percent of the vote.) In contrast,
Gilmore captured at least 60 percent of the vote in
fifty-nine localities, and he had seven super-bastions
where he won more than 70 percent of the vote: the
counties of Augusta, Hanover, Powhatan, and
Rockingham, and the cities of Colonial Heights,
Manassas Park, and Poquoson.

As these geographic observations suggest, Beyer
suffered a near wipe-out in the eleven congressional
districts, car ing only the heavily African Ameri
can Third district with 66.6 percent and the liberal
Northern Virginia Eighth district with 54.7 percent.

The contest for lieutenant governor was the
closest of the three statewide elections, although John
Hager won it by a comfortable margin, 839,895 votes
to 754,404 votes for L.F. Payne, or 50.2 percent to
45.1 percent. Of some interest was the 4.5 percent
(75,024 votes) won by the Virginia Reform party
candidate, Bradley Evans. He secured a vote pro
portion far greater than the 1.5 percent posted by
the Reform party's candidate for governor.

The attorney general's contest was a runaway.
Mark Earley made Bill Dolan a two-time landslide
loser with a crushing 57.5 percent to 42.4 percent
margin (953,455 votes to 702,523 votes). Earley won
all localities but fifteen counties and thirteen cities.

The lower ballot elections were a geographic
study in contrasts. Mark Earley's maps look remark
ably like Jim Gilmore's maps; the two Republicans
carried or lost the very same localities, with just nine
exceptions. Bill Dolan's column contained six bas
tions (all ofBe er's minus Charlottesville) while Earley
had fifty-eight bastions and six super-bastions (again,
a virtual duplicate ofGilmore's whopping total). L.F.
Payne's strength in central and southwest Virginia
mainly in his old Fifth congressional district-created
a more balanced picture in the lieutenant governor's

3 Allen garnered 1,045,319 votes in 1993.

race. Payne was able to win twenty-six of ninety
five counties and twenty-two of forty cities, and
created ten bastions (Beyer's seven plus Lunenberg
and Nelson counties and Martinsville city). Hager
secured fourteen bastions and two super-bastions
(Rockingham and Augusta counties).

DeMOGRAPHIC
AND EXIT POLL RESULTS
The 1997 election in Virginia drew an exception
ally affluent, Republican-leaning electorate to the
polls. Fully 30 percent of the 1997 voters reported
an annual income of$75,000 or greater. In the 1996
presidential election only 21 percent of the Old
Dominion's voters made this much money, and in
1992 just 14 percent were in this high-income cat
egory. Further, in 1997, more than one in seven
voters topped $100,000 per year.

Jim Gilmore's vote totals were padded as a
consequence, though it is important to note that
Gilmore carried every income category for which
data are available, including 52 percent of lower
to-middle income voters ($15-30,000) who may have
been especially attracted by the"no car tax" promise.

In addition, 53 percent of the electorate had
graduated from college, another indication of the
upscale voting pattern in 1997. Interestingly, Gilmore
easily won all the educational groups save one
those who had had some postgraduate study, which
favored Beyer by 57 percent to 41 percent for Gilmore.
This group, nearly one in five voters, has become
increasingly Democratic in recent years.

The Republican candidate for governor fared
so well in virtually every sector of the electorate that
demographics are useful mainly to demonstrate his
relative standings among the population's subgroups.
In some classifications, little differentiation is
apparent. For instance, Gilmore and his two run
ning mates did about as well among citizens of all
ages. In other groupings, enormous disparities were
reported. The political party breakdown is an
excellent example. Both Gilmore and Beyer captured
the lion's share oftheir own partisans, though Gilmore
won 17 percent of Democrats to Beyer's 9 percent
of Republicans. Since there were considerably more
Republicans (36 percent of the voters) than Demo
crats (29 percent), Gilmore received much the better
deal. And among the 35 percent of the voters who
were self-identified independents, Gilmore clobbered
Beyer, 57 percent to 41 percent. Incidentally, Mark
Earley's party support percentages were very simi
lar to the Gilmore pattern, while John Hager's differed
from his ticketmate mainly in his relatively weak
appeal to independents, a group he only narrowly
carried over L.F. Payne (49 percent to 45 percent). 5
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In many ways, the most fascinating results were
centered around the variables of gender and race.
As usual, there was a gender gap in all three con
tests. In the governor's match-up, men were nine
percentage points more Republican than women,
but Gilmore carried majorities among both men (61
percent) and women (52 percent). This nine-point
gender gap is midway between the twelve-point gap
of 1993 and the six-point gap of 1989; in these three
years and many others, men were relatively more
Republican and women more Democratic. The same
trend prevailed in 1997 lower-ballot elections. Mark
Earley captured 61 percent of men and 55 percent
of women, while John Hager won 54 percent of
men and 47 percent ofwomen. L.F. Payne was the
only Democrat to secure an overall edge among
women, but barely (48 percent to Hager's 47 per
cent). Women comprised 52.5 percent of the 1997
electorate.

The most dramatic demographic story of the
election was racial. Whether because ofDoug Wilder's
neutrality or for other reasons, Mrican American
turnout was exceptionally light. Blacks comprised
12.5 percent of the 1997 electorate, compared with
14 percent in 1993 and 17 percent in the historic
Wilder victory of 1989. Furthermore, more blacks
were receptive to the Republican message than in
most elections. Jim Gilmore received 19 percent of
the black vote, about the same as George Allen's
performance in 1993 and much better than the usual
3-9 percent recorded by GOP candidates. Mark
Earley turned in the same strong performance, with
20 percent of blacks, and John Hager secured 13
percent-above average but not spectacular. All three
Republicans achieved a landslide among whites, who
were 85 percent ofall voters: 62 percent for Gilmore,
64 percent for Earley, and 55 percent for Hager.
White men delivered a two-to-one thumping for
Gilmore (66 percent to 32 percent for Beyer), and
white women were also solidly in the Republican's
column (57 percent to 42 percent for Beyer).

Not surprisingly, the ideological and religious
orientation of the voters mattered. Fully 75 percent
ofliberals voted for Beyer and 81 percent ofconser
vatives voted for Gilmore, but there were more than
twice as many conservatives as liberals in the elec
torate. Still, moderates made up almost halfthe voters,
and Beyer won them narrowly, with 53 percent.
Gilmore captured large majorities of both Protes
tants (63 percent) and Catholics (60 percent) as well
as those who attended religious services "almost
every week" (61 percent). Beyer's only clear major
ity (62 percent) was among the 10 percent ofvoters
who reported that they never attended services.
Importantly, among the 11 percent of the elector
ate who were self-identified as white religious

conservatives, 90 percent cast a ballot for Gilmore;
the other 89 percent of the electorate was split
almost evenly between Gilmore and Beyer. Thus,
Beyer's harsh televised attacks on the Rev. Pat
Robertson (who gave Gilmore $100,000 in cam
paign gifts over four years) may well have backfired,
just as in 1993. Certainly, Robertson was person
ally unpopular, with over two-thirds of the voters
giving him an unfavor-able rating. Yet 41 percent
of those rating Robertson "unfavorable" still voted
for Gilmore, along with 80 percent of those who
liked Robertson.

N or did his pro-choice position on abortion
produce the bonanza ofvotes that Beyer had hoped.
Just 11 percent of the electorate said abortion was
the issue that mattered most to them in deciding
how to vote, and Beyer received only 54 percent of
their ballots. Beyer was more successful with the
education issue: of the 29 percent who were most
concerned about education, Beyer won 77 percent
of the vote. Yet the election's foremost issue was
taxes. Gilmore captured 83 percent among the one
third of the electorate focussed on that topic. And
when all voters were asked "whose tax plan would
be better?" Gilmore's was preferred by 49 percent
to 36 percent. Supplementing the tax advantage for
Gilmore was a prime concern about "family v 1 s
and morality" among 13 percent of the electorate;
Gilmore won 80 percent of those voters. Perhaps
understandably, then, Gilmore carried the two-thirds
of the voters who were married with 60 percent,
while Beyer won voters who were not married with
55 percent. Two other issues that Beyer stressed were
of little use to him: the environment was named
the top issue by only 4 percent, and tobacco by just
1 percent.

As discussed earlier in the section on the "Ten
Keys to the Governor's Mansion," the election may
well have been driven as much or more by the good
economy as anything else. The 77 percent of the
electorate who termed Virginia's economy "excel
lent" or "good" chose Gilmore by about 60 percent,
whereas the 13 percent who said the economy was
"not so good" or "poor" gave over two-thirds of
their votes to Beyer. The other strong predictor of
the election results was George Allen's popularity.
Two-thirds of the voters had a favorable impres
sion of the governor and 75 percent of them voted
for Gilmore; one-third judged Allen unfavorably
and 81 percent of this group voted for Beyer.

Far less predictive was the rating of former
governor Doug Wilder. Of the half of the voters
who had a favorable opinion of Wilder-a group
that was disproportionately black and Democratic
55 percent cast a Beyer ballot. The other half of
the electorate that disliked Wilder-a more
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Republican, heavily white grouping-went for
Gilmore by 61 percent to 37 percent.

Gilmore voters tended to decide their choice
earlier in the campaign season. For example, of the
21 percent ofvoters who decided "in the last month,"
Gilmore captured 59 percent. But last-minute
deciders-those who made up their minds "in the
last three days" of the campaign-went for Beyer
by 61 percent to 35 percent. Either Beyer's final
appeals were more effective or, more likely, doubts
about Beyer among some Democratic-leaning vot
ers delayed their final choice to the campaign's end.

Finally, for all of the charges and the negative
advertising in the 1997 governor's contest, both the
winner and the loser ended the race with high
favorability ratings: Gilmore was at 65 percent and
Beyer at 59 percent. Most voters saw the two candi
dates, from beginning to end, as mainstream
contenders who were acceptable and even likeable,
if not particularly exciting. The state can do worse
in an election season-and has.

L PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION
OF THE ISSUES
The Gilmore campaign, employing the services of
its skilled polls er John McLaughlin, conducted an
election day survey 4 that generally confirmed many
of the findings of the previously discussed public
exit polls. But the campaign's more detailed survey
adds some texture to our understanding of the 1997
general election.

The election results, standing alone, make
obvious that Gilmore ran far the better campaign.
Yet the answers to several poll questions explain and
demonstrate what an effective campaign can achieve
with voters. First, Gilmore's vote was positive in its
orientation: 80 percent of his voters said they were
casting a ballot for Gilmore with just 14 percent
indicating that they were primarily voting against
Beyer. How different were the Beyer voters! Only
64 percent of his supporters voted for the Demo
crat; lacking clear reasons to rally around him, 28 percent
admitted casting a negative vote against Gilmore.

Following a focused, relentless personal and
advertising campaign by Gilmore on each of these
themes, the Republican was overwhelmingly iden
tified as the more honest candidate who would abolish
the car tax, hir new teachers, and reduce crime.
Don Beyer, on the other hand, was perceived as a

4 Thi poll was a telephone survey of 500 adult Virginians who

reported that they had voted. It was conducted entirely on elec

tion day, November 4, 1997. The overall margin of error was

approximately plus or minus 5 percent. The author wishes to

express his appreciation to John McLaughlin and Boyd Marcus

for sharing this poll.

tax raiser. Amazingly, by campaign's end, Beyer was •
not even seen as the "education candidate" he had •
so consistently proclaimed himself to be and that •
polls had repeatedly shown was the Democrats' strong- •
est electoral suit. Partly this was a result of Beyer's •
unwise emphasis on a $400 million salary increase •
for teachers, which was viewed by many observers •
(rightly or wrongly) as a payoff to the Virginia Edu- •
cation Association for their endorsement and •
campaign assistance. Gilmore had far and away the •
more popular education plank, a plan to hire 4,000 •
new public elementary school teachers.

Gilmore's advantages did not end with the •
neutralization of the education issue. The Republi- :
can was a Teflon candidate in many ways. His service •
as attorney general had predisposed voters to think :
of him as a crime-fighter, despite the primarily •
administrative nature of the office. The Fraternal :
Order of Police endorsement of the entire Demo- :
cratic ticket thus had no discernible effect on Gilmore's :
image. (In fact, the FOP endorsement has boomer- :
anged on the organization, which looked more like :
a union than a disinterested law enforcement group :
this time around). Its lack of real electoral clout has :
now been amply demonstrated, and its political deci- :
sions may well receive less publicity in the future.

Then there was the public cynicism about the :
proposed car tax abolition. By 46 percent to 40 per- :
cent, voters did not "think Jim Gilmore will be able :
to keep his promise to abolish" the car tax, ifelected. :
Yet Beyer failed to win 40 percent of those who :
doubted Gilmore could deliver on the centerpiece of :
his campaign, while Gilmore nearly swept those who :
believed the Republican could do what he promised. :

Abortion and the Christian right provided :
additional examples of Gilmore's teflon. By 55 per- :
cent to 36 percent, voters described themselves as :
"pro-choice" rather than "pro-life," and by better :
than a five-to-one margin they knew that Gilmore :
was pro-life. Yet it did not seem to matter much, :
perhaps because most voters understand that-thanks :
to court decisions and the inherent inertia of the :
American "checks and balances" system of divided :
powers-abortion policy is fairly settled and drastic :
change is unlikely. Also, only 8 percent of voters :
chose abortion as the "most important issue con- :
cern in deciding your vote for governor," and this :
small group split about evenly between Beyer and :
Gilmore. Similarly, while a majority ofvoters knew :
of the close campaign relationship between Jim :
Gilmore and the unpopular Pat Robertson, no one :
other than strongly partisan Democrats seemed to :
care very much.

Two other Gilmore advantages as revealed by :
this election day survey are notable. Doug Wilder's :
neutrality stance had a marginal but significant : 7
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impact on the election. Among the usually mono
lithically Democratic African American group of
voters, fully 17 percent reported that they were less
likely to support Beyer or more likely to back Gilmore
as a consequence of Wilder's statements. Perhaps
by coincidence, or perhaps not, this was very nearly
Gilmore's proportion of the black vote.

Lastly, there is some proof of the anecdotal
reports heard during the campaign of the Gilmore
team's better organization and efficiency in reach
ing and motivating voters. About 37 percent of the
voters reported receiving a telephone call from the
Gilmore campaign, compared to 29 percent who
had heard from Beyer. And 56 percent had received
mail from Gilmore in the month prior to election
day, while 49 percent said Beyer had so contacted
them.

: VOTER TURNOUT
: As it happened, the very low turnout in the 1997

primary for attorney general presaged and predicted
the abysmal voter participation rate in the fall. Little
more than a third ofthe estimated 5.13 million adults
in Virginia (34.4 percent) voted in November 1997;
put conversely, for every three Virginians over age
18, nearly two did not vote. This was well below
the 1996 presidential voter turnout of nearly half
the state's adults, and also lower than the 36.9 per
cent of adults who voted in the 1993 election for
governor, or the nearly 40 percent who turned out
in 1989.

Focusing only on registered voters (about 70
percent of all adults), the participation rate looks
even worse. Just 49.5 percent of the 3,565,000 reg
istered voters showed up at the polls. Compare this
to the 61 percent of the registered voters who cast a
ballot in 1993, or the almost 67 percent who did so
in 1989, and the chasm appears enormous. How
ever, this analysis ignores the effect of the so-called
federal "motor-voter act," passed in 1993, which
greatly simplified and expanded the registration pro
cess, instituted mail registration, and eliminated the
automatic "purging" from the rolls of most regis
trants who had not voted in the previous four years.
Registrations in Virginia have skyrocketed recently,
thanks to the new law's provisions. From 1989 to
1993, for instance, only 238,000 adults were added
to Virginia's voting list, but in the next four years
almost 600,000 were enrolled. Yet many of the new
registrants were, at best, mildly interested in poli
tics, and some of them were registered through the
Division ofMotor Vehicles without even their con
scious knowledge! Not surprisingly, relatively few
of the new voters bothered to cast a ballot, artifi-

8 · cially and deceptively reducing the percentage turnout
among the registered.

Of course, some real decline in turnout did
occur in 1997 for several reasons: the candidates, as
mentioned earlier, were generally moderate and bland
(although one would have thought the possibility
of a car tax cut would have driven more citizens to
show up on election day). The conditions of the
election year (prosperity, low crime, domestic and
foreign tranquility) were conducive to voter satis
faction, and thus the urgency to vote---often produced
by anger, fear, etc.-was reduced, just as in the low
turnout of the 1996 presidential election in Vir
ginia and the nation. All six statewide candidates
resorted to a great deal of negative TV, radio, and
mail, which some believe can turn offpotential voters
and cause them to tune out and drop off the politi
cal radar screen. Finally, the political parties
nominated few legislative candidates; with only thirty
nine of 100 House districts contested by both major
parties and just a dozen or so truly competitive con
tests, little turnout was generated from the bottom
of the ballot. One is simply left to wonder how
miserable the turnout might have been had the two
parties (especially the GOP) not spent many hun
dreds of thousands of dollars to identify their
supporters and make certain they arrived at the polls.

re URBANAND RURAL VOTE
As Table 2 indicates, Jim Gilmore's victory was built
on twin, massive margins exceeding 58 percent in
both the suburbs and rural areas. Obviously the
suburbs were the more important demographic part
of this coalition, providing almost six of every ten
votes cast in the election. The rural areas supplied
another fifth of the total vote. Only the central cit
ies favored Don Beyer by an anemic 54 percent of
the votes they cast (just 17 percent of the statewide
turnout). Four years ago, Beyer had captured 65
percent of the central cities vote in his reelection as
lieutenant governor. From 1993 to 1997, Beyer
dropped 10 percent in the central cities, 11 percent in
the rural areas, and 6 percent in the suburbs (see
Table 3).

L.F. Payne ran marginally better than Beyer
everywhere, especially in rural Virginia, yet John
Hager also posted solid majority victories in both
the suburbs (53 percent) and the rural areas (51
percent). Like Beyer, Payne secured a central city
majority (55.5 percent) that was well below
average for a Democrat. Still, Payne and Beyer
outclassed their running-mate Bill Dolan, who
barely won the central cities (with 52 percent)
and was nearly wiped out in both the suburbs
(40 percent) and rural areas (42 percent). Mark
Earley's performance across the board was
unusually strong for a Republican.
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TABLE 2
The Urban and Rural Vote in the 1997 Virginia General Election

Percent of Votes Cast for

Governor Lieut~nant Governor Attorney General

Percent of
Urban Measure Total Votes Beyer (D) Gilmore (R) Payne (D) Hager (R) Dolan (D) Earley (R)

Urban Corridor1 61.3 44.7 53.9 45.0 49.9 43.5 56.3
Metropolitan

Statistical Areas2 77.6 43.5 55.0 45.3 49.9 42.5 57.3
Central Cities 17.0 54.3 43.9 55.3 39.0 51.9 47.9
Suburbs 60.5 40.4 58.1 42.5 52.9 39.9 59.9
Rural Areas3 22.0 39.2 58.8 43.8 51.4 42.0 58.0

SOURCE: Compiled from official election results provided by the State Board of Elections.

1 Includes cities of Alexandria, Chesapeake, Colonial Heights, Fairfax, Falls Church, Fredericksburg, Hampton, Hopewell, Manassas, Manassas
Park, Newport News, Norfolk, Petersburg, Poquoson, Portsmouth, Richmond, Virginia Beach, and Williamsburg; and the counties of Arlington,
Caroline, Charles City, Chesterfield, Clarke, Dinwiddie, Fairfax, Fauquier, Hanover, Henrico, James City, Loudoun, New Kent, Prince George, Prince
William, Spotsylvania, Stafford, and York.

2 The eight current Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) for Virginia, as established by the U.S. Census Bureau, are Charlottesville, Danville,
Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol, Lynchburg, Washington, D.C., Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, Richmond-Petersburg, and Roanoke. "Central
cities" and "suburbs" are included in the MSA figures. The Charlottesville and Danville MSAs were first designated after the 1980 census. Various
other MSAs have been expanded each decade, with new cities and counties added to them. Therefore, this grouping of MSAs is substantially, but not
entirely, the same as that listed in earlier chapters in this volume or in previous editions of Virginia Votes.

3 All Virginia localities not included in either a MSA or the Urban Corridor.

NOTE: Percentages do not always total to 100 since the Reform party candidates are not included in the table.

TABLE 3
Metropolitan Proportions of Statewide Vote in Virginia, 1969-97

Percent of Statewide Vote Percent of Statewide Vote
Elect\on Central Cities Suburbs Election Central Cities Suburbs

General Election General Elections
1969 Governor 21.5% 35.0% 1992 President 13.7 60.0
1970 U.S., Senator 22.6 35.4 1993 Governor 18.1 58.2
1971 Lieutenant Governor 18.6 28.4 1994 U.S. Senator 17.9 59.6
1972 President 21.7 41.2 1996 President 17.2 60.6
1973 Governor 22.0 37.6 1997 Governor 17.2 58.6
1976 President 20.1 41.5 Democratic Primaries
1977 Governor 20.6 39.0 1969 Governor (first primary) 28.1 26.3
1978 U.S. Senator 19.8 39.1
1980 President 17.0 44.3

1969 Governor (runoff) 27.3 28.8
1977 Governor 26.9 37.8

1981 Governor 17.8 46.5 1988 President 25.4 45.5
1982 U.S. Senator 18.0 46.9 1994 U.S. Senator 24.4 48.2
1984 President 16.8 49.3
1985 Governor 17.1 47.5 Republican Primaries
1987 Lottery Referendum 15.1 48.5 1988 President 13.6 59.7
1988 President 15.0 52.6 1989 Governor 15.0 55.6
1989 Governor 22.5 48.6 1996 U.S. Senator 19.1 64.5
1990 U.S. Senator 13.5 61.0 1997 Attorney General 17.1 64.6

SOURCE: Compiled from official election results of the State Board of Elections.
NOTE: See the notes to Table 2 for identification of the "central cities" and "suburbs."

~NG IN PREDOMINANTLY
AFRICANAMERICANPRECINCTS
For more than three decades, we have tracked the
results in forty-four mainly urban precincts that are
predominantly black-in most cases, overwhelm
ingly so. This has produced a useful comparative
time-line on the political preferences ofMrican Ameri
cans who live in heavily uni-racial neighborhoods.

Once again, voters in these precincts have gone
heavily Democratic, though not as strongly Demo-

cratic as in some other recent elections. Don Beyer
captured 85.9 percent ofthese voters to Jim Gilmore's
11.2 percent; L.F. Payne fared marginally worse, at
83.6 percent to John Hager's 9.1 percent; and Mark
Earley was the most popular of the GOP trio,
securing 15.6 percent to Bill Dolan's 84.2 percent,
primarily because of a strong showing in the black
precincts of his native Chesapeake city. As impres
sive as these proportions may be for Democrats,
compare them to the percentages in these precincts 9
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garnered by Chuck Robb in the 1994 U.S. Senate
race (93.4 percent) or Doug Wilder in the 1989

• governor's contest (96.6 percent), just to cite two
examples. The GOP tallies in the predominantly
black precincts are unquestionably above the norm.

Readers may note that the vote percentages
for the Republican candidates in these black pre
cincts are below that ofthe Mrican American support
levels recorded for the GOP in the exit polls dis
cussed earlier in this chapter. This is traditional, and
it points up demographic and lifestyle differences
between minority voters who reside in poorer pre
cincts that are more easily organized by black political
and religious leaders and those who are able to settle

• into diverse, multi-racial, upper-middle class com
munities. Simply put, African Americans living in
black suburban neighborhoods may not be typical
of blacks living in rural areas or integrated subur
ban neighborhoods. Exit poll data from previous

• elections strongly suggest that rural blacks as well
as higher-income, better educated Mrican Ameri
cans living in suburban areas have a greater tendency
to vote Republican, so the difference between the
exit poll results and the precinct returns may in part
reflect this.

In any event, without exception in the years
1977 to 1993, voters in the predominantly black
precincts exhibited considerably more ballot fall-off
than the average. They did so again in 1997. In the
black precincts, just 95.8 percent voted for gover
nor, 88.7 percent voted for lieutenant governor, and
89.3 percent for attorney general.

Relatively low turnout combined with ballot
fall-off to minimize Mrican Americans' influence.

• As already discussed, overall turnout in 1997 was
down considerably, to 49.5 percent of the registered

• voters, but in the black communities sampled, voter
participation decreased even more sharply, to a mere
41.1 percent. Compare this result to 1989, for
example, when Douglas Wilder's gubernatorial can
didacy spurred a black turnout six percent higher
than the state average.

CAMPAIGNFINANCE
• The six major party nominees together spent $24.6

million on their campaigns-a new record, eclips
ing 1989's $22 million and 1993's $17.9 million.
Once inflation is factored in, though, the 1997
total is actually slightly less than the 1989 figure.

Republican Jim Gilmore significantly outspent
Democrat Don Beyer, $10.3 million to $7.3 mil
lion. The $3 million GOP edge-the biggest financial
advantage for any recent contest-was a surprisingly

10
· large one, given Beyer's hefty personal wealth and

the apparent closeness of the contest until mid-

October. Gilmore's money lead was derived in good
measure from national Republican party commit
tees and late gifts made after his lead began to grow.
The gubernatorial total of $17.7 million was well
above the $12 million spent by the two major can
didates in 1993.

The lieutenant governor's race was more
financially competitive, with the candidates virtu
ally tied in the money chase. Democrat L. F. Payne
spent nearly $2.2 million and Republican John Hager
spent the comparable sum of $2.18 million. The
total expenditure in the contest for the second slot
topped 1993's sum by about one million dollars.

By contrast, little change from 1993 to 1997
was recorded in the campaign for attorney general,
where the major party candidates in both years
expended approximately $2.5 million dollars on
paper, Republican Mark Earley appeared to have
substantially outspent Democrat Bill Dolan by nearly
$1.5 million to $1.1 million. Yet Earley spent
$460,000 of his warchest on winning his primary
nominating battle, leaving both candidates with about
$1 million dollars for the general election.

EECTIONFOR HOUSE
OF DELEGATES
By the narrowest and shakiest ofmargins-a mere
11 votes-the Democrats extended their winning
streak to 58 consecutive legislative general elections
in 1997. This unparalleled period ofone-party Demo
cratic control of the General Assembly had lasted
for 114 years, ever since Democrats won a majority
in the November 1883 elections. But there were
again unmistakable signs in 1997 that this era was
drawing to a close-a suspicion confirmed in a spate
ofspecial elections held in late 1997 and early 1998.
With a Republican lieutenant governor to break ties
in the evenly divided state Senate (20 Democrats
and 20 Republicans), the GOP achieved a strategic
edge in the upper house. And Democratic domi
nance of the House of Delegates hung by a thread.
The key 51 st seat necessary to organize the House
was won by 11 votes in Norfolk and was subject to
a court-supervised recount.

It was obvious to all that removal of a single
House Democrat by a move to other offtce, party
switching, resignation, or an act ofGod could result
in a power-sharing agreement similar to the one ex
isting in the Senate as of 1996. (The lone House
independent, Lacey Putney ofBedford, was prepared
to side with the GOP in favor of such an arrange
ment.) This is precisely what occurred after the
election. Delegate David Brickley resigned to take
a job in the Gilmore administration, and a Repub
lican won his seat.
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FIGURE 1
Party Representation in the Virginia General Assembly 1967-1998
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SOURCE: Calculated from Table and data contained in previous editions of Virginia Votes.
NOTE: Numbers do not add up to 140 because of independent legislator(s).

Republicans eagerly anticipate the 1999 election for
all 140 seats in the General Assembly. And by
the time of the 200 1 post-redistricting contest
for the House, retirements and reappointments
promise to yield a new GOP-dominated party
balance (see Figure 1).

Democrats rightly point out that 1997 could
easily have been a much worse year for them, given
the Republican tide at the top of the ticket. In 1993
the Allen landslide enabled the GOP to pick up a
net six House seats, while in 1997 the Gilmore land
slide yielded only two additional seats for the party.

CNCLUDING COMMENTS
Sometimes tumultuous campaigns yield historically
insignificant results, while other unmemorable cam
paigns produce important and long-lasting returns.
It may be too soon to say for sure, but Virginia's
1997 election for governor appears to be in the lat
ter category. Certainly, "no car tax" has taken its
place in the cav lcade of star campaign slogans, but
otherwise the relatively mild-mannered contests
among six generally moderate to conservative white
males will not be imprinted on the public conscious
ness for long. Yet the result rendered by the electorate
will live long, both for the breadth of the Republi
can sweep and for what it said about the proclivities
of a sizable majority of Virginians.

Virginia is still basically a conservative state,
especially about taxes and the size of government,
and it is overwhelmingly suburban-with the
issues that touch suburban life foremost in the public's
mind (family finances, transportation, education,
and so on). Most campaigns will be fought and won
on aspects of these subjects, with the debate occa
sionally moderated by the sophisticated approach
suburbanites prefer on matters of race, gender,
social policies, and the like.

Perhaps, increasingly, successful campaigns will
be linked by the answer to this question: What do
Bill Clinton and Jim Gilmore have in common?
One is tempted to say "not much," but in fact the
essence of their individual triumphs is closely linked.
Both are brilliant practitioners of "micro-politics,"
that is, the politics of small-bore issues. With the
end of the Cold War and the dawn of a seemingly
golden economy, the macro-politics dominated by
the old "big" issues is at least temporarily on the
back burner. Politics and government appear to
matter less to the average voter-one reason for the
lower turnouts in 1997 and other recent elections.

But politics abhors a vacuum, and into the
void have come issues that voters regard as irri
tants, as well as tiny symbolic programs. Clinton
has trumpeted volunteerism, youth curfews, and
free "beepers" for central-city joggers to use in case
of muggings. More seriously, Gilmore promised 11



However, Allen did not follow through and
aggressively court Mrican Americans-one of the
few political fumbles of this former football
quarterback's term. Democrats are not likely to be
as lucky during Gilmore's governorship, for the
governor-elect has already shown a keen interest
in these voters. Should Republican candidates regu
larly begin to receive a fifth of the black vote,
Democrats will be hard-pressed to win statewide.

While this and other current conditions are
legitimate worries for Democrats, they can be
cheered by two immutable facts ofVirginia poli
tics. First, there are plenty of opportunities for a
turnaround since an election is held every year
in the Old Dominion. (Why do you think so
many political analysts settle in Virginia?) Sec
ond, one political era inevitably gives way to
another. Twelve years of Republican guberna
torial rule (1969-1981) yielded to a dozen years
ofDemocrats (1981-1993), then back to the GOP
court for at least eight more (1993-?). What will
produce the next party changeover: A recession?
A scandal? A dynamic candidate? Or mayb~ some
smart micro-politics by a wiser Democratic party
in future years? •

to use the state's surplus money to cut the hated
local personal property tax on cars. Jim McGreevey,
the 1997 Democratic nominee for governor ofNew

• Jersey, ran a campaign against high auto insurance
rates and nearly upset the heavily favored GOP
incumbent, Christine Todd Whitman.

Every candidate planning a run for public
office in 1998 is already at work searching for a
magic-bullet micro-issue a la Clinton, Gilmore,
and McGreevey. However, such an issue will not
alone suffice: electoral fundamentals have much
more to do with the victories posted by Gilmore
and Clinton, as well as McGreevey's near-miss, as
the earlier presentation on the "Ten Keys to the
Governor's Mansion" demonstrated.

Both retrospectively and prospectively, it is
the Doug Wilder factor-and what he represents
that is most intriguing. For Wilder personally, the
election was a bonanza, potentially setting him up
as a much sought-after endorser for years to come,
especially since he can claim some credit for
Gilmore's receipt of nearly 20 percent of the Afri
can American vote on election day.

Yet many forget that George Allen received
about the same percentage ofthe black vote in 1993.
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